Hi Kim, Brussels refuses 5-G
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Lots of information below, especially Teton County article. Brussels and Rome article has good news.
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The 5G rollout will bring 4G/3G closer to humans than ever before.
Local Experts Detail Health Impacts of 4G 5G Rollout

EHT's Dr. Moe Mellion, past-President American Academy of Family Practice physicians testified along with Dr. Lou Hochheiser, former CEO of St Johns Hospital, to the Teton County Commissioners on "small" cell wireless antennas coming to Jackson.

5G and the FCC: 10 Reasons Why You Should Care

Environmental lawyer Sharon Buccino's argues against the FCC overriding environmental impact statements for new wireless antennas.

Peer Reviewed Science on 5G and Cell Towers

When people ask what the published science says about cell towers and 4G/5G or why they should be concerned about more wireless antennas, send them this short list of published research.

Berkeley Faculty, Joel Moskowitz, PhD, Details Science Showing Wireless Radiation Risks

READ MORE

Harvard Law Professor Questions the Safety of 5G Wireless

Wired Magazine columnist Susan Crawford of Harvard details the history of industry involvement in 5G and cell phone radiation.

READ MORE

Facts on 5G

Key EMF Research Findings To Know

Watch Experts In EHT’s YouTube Playlists
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